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6-3-’15 
Contemporary satsangs in the lineage or sphere of Ramana Maharshi1 

 
Ramana Maharshi has no idea of what he has started. When he died halfway the 20th 

century there were no signs that giving and listening to satsangs in his lineage would become 
so very popular as it is nowadays and ‘the word’ is still spreading. Who knows one day the 
number of satsang followers will have outgrown the number of Christians for example. The 
new priests will be the satsang teachers who seem to speak in the name of Truth. And, there 
are enough potential followers: who, in our contemporary hectic, stress society of deadlines, 
full agendas, un-fulfilment, losing yourself in endless activities, a constantly overactive mind 
and just name it, doesn’t want to sit in peace for a while, or even for good, certainly if this can 
be done together with (many) other, like-minded people? Sounds better than trying to recover 
alone in one’s apartment after another stress attack, certainly if during that seeming recovery 
you can be regarded by others and by yourself as someone who is more loving and sort of 
after the truth, and certainly if one feels freer on some level when one has absorbed the new 
doctrine in one’s mind or consciousness. 

There’s a lot to say about this subject. But let’s start with the core or the beginning. Of 
course it is nice and does honour to say that, whatever the depth of Realization of the many 
contemporary satsang teachers, at least Maharshi’s Realization was ‘authentic’, so to speak, 
true, and wholly lived by himself (or, rather, beyond his ‘self’), not borrowed as many 
teachers nowadays have done. That his Realization was authentic doesn’t make it True, 
however. One could claim that it makes sense to deeply Realize a Part of the Truth, certainly 
if it is an Essential Part as in Ramana’s case. Extreme Realizations of the Part can add to an 
overview of the Whole Reality. Whether this is indeed so or not, in itself the Realization 
doesn’t Reveal Reality (or: Truth) as It Is. 

Maharshi’s Realization not True? This is blasphemy in the new church. It was in itself 
and still is an interesting experiment to go back to the core of life, to Consciousness as It Is. 
To have a True Insight into This might not leave one untouched, will do something to one’s 
development – if it doesn’t stop there. Yet, indeed, to stay there, to ‘park’ there, means 
missing the Point of Life, Which is Life Itself. 

In Ramana’s lineage one realizes the Conscious Space Beyond the normal world of 
form. If one really goes to the core of it, it appears or seems that the world of forms is a dream 
world, not real. Being There, in the Space of (Pure) Consciousness, one is not truly bothered 
by the appearance of forms, whether they are good or bad forms, previously defined or 
considered as such. Forms come and go, the Space always stays. Since life on earth is heavy 
for most people and in general – the whole spiritual quest isn’t there without a reason – it 
seems not a bad alternative to Look at life rather than being life, the latter usually meaning 
being lost in life, being a plaything of the Forces constituting that life. 

                                                
1 Notwithstanding and acknowledging the fact of, possibly great, differences among satsang 

teachers, still it is worthwhile to address some general principles and issues regarding satsang in 
this hearticle. 
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But, if one follows this path – a path, indeed; it is not Life Itself – the slavery of life 
goes and hides in the Dark. One creates – or reinforces – a split, a split between Light and 
Dark, between (what seems to be) True and Lie, between Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness. It was a bad start Ramana made by defining life, or forms, as a dream. That 
‘forms’ are, indeed, not what they seem to be on the face of it, that they are lived, shaped by 
Deeper Forces, doesn’t make them unreal. They are manifestations of these Forces and as 
such they can be quite instructive or at least indicative regarding Seeing the Deeper Forces. 
As with many spiritual ‘wisdoms’ of the East, the Western spirituality took blindly over the 
spiritual obsessions of the East. It’s true that without Consciousness Present in the Body 
people live in a kind of dream state on earth. However, if one goes away from life into the 
Space that Consciousness Is, one is just as well in a dream world, albeit a different one. But 
the Deluding Force is clever and the Ego big, wanting everything for itself. Hiding in and 
behind Consciousness – and apparently trying to improve their original teacher Ramana – an 
increasing number of satsang teachers nowadays add that the realization needs to be 
embodied, or earthed. These teachers are ‘too good’, too modest to say that, apparently, they 
themselves Realized this Embodiment of the Truth, leaving this conclusion to the listeners. 
This is such a radical Lie that it can make a truth loving person furious or sad. If, 
exceptionally, he or she is very sensitive and present in the Body it might make this person 
puke or run to the toilet with acute diarrhoea. Usually however, such a person is bodily stuck 
with ‘Lie’ for a longer period, a few days for example or even (much) longer, before – and not 
after having actually Lived the consequence of ‘Lie’ in the world of form, on the Physical 
Level – the Body will be released in whatever forms it takes. 

 Yes, it seems that not so much, if anything at all, happens in the parking lot that the 
Space of Consciousness is supposed to be for many. But a lot happens in the Dark, as it has 
always happened. Paradoxically, Consciousness is not there to notice it. In the unnoticed grip 
of and as a slave of Ego Consciousness goes there where it is gently guided by Ego in the 
Dark. Sensing somewhere its own slavery, the Ego wants to be Free and it has found a new 
toy: satsang and the freedom of a new, deeper, perspective of life, of oneself, of reality. 

Unfortunately or not, the listeners are not truly embodied, so they cannot See that the 
teachers have not embodied the truth they preach either. In all fairness, they don’t care 
anyway. They don’t want to know about the importance of what seems to be a side issue, if an 
issue at all. The listeners like to be deluded and be presented a world without suffering, 
wherein ‘pain’ has almost become a concept that you can merely observe. 

As so many, if not all, spiritual paths, also the path of satsang, of disembodied 
formless truth, claims, with or without obviously saying so, that it is the Truth, that is: that it 
represents the One, the One Reality. Here we arrive at the biggest basic error of most spiritual 
paths and that certainly includes the path of satsang in the lineage of Ramana Maharshi. (By 
the way, many teachers, in their teaching, add their own individual flavour to this path, giving 
it a false sense of authenticity. Since people are different anyway, this addition cannot be 
easily avoided.) The big denial that happens almost everywhere is the – egoically based – 
overlooking of Duality. Defining yourself as One gives Ego the ideal picture of itself. What 
can be higher for Ego to attain than the Divine One Itself? And what about the Existence of 
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Duality, of the Two, of Man and Woman, as Which the One Manifests Itself? Not only 
satsangers, also, for example, Adi Da calls the Duality of Existence just a ‘click-clack’ that 
one shouldn’t be bothered about but just let alternate, rattle somewhere in the background. 
This is a great and, again, ego-based, misunderstanding of Life. Life cannot Exist other than 
as Dual. Without Duality there is no life. In short, it is a denial of the very existence of life 
itself. We came here on earth, after the first hurrays we start to notice it is damned painful 
here on earth, and we decide to go back to the potential life, to merely look at life (as long as 
we are here in the body anyway), at other people’s lives lived in misery, trying to guide 
people away from their misery. No teacher says – or, if so, merely says, indeed – that, in order 
to become truly human, whole, to manifest the truth as one’s Body, one cannot but Go into 
the Pain, the Painful life on earth instead of regressing into a potential, a potential that, 
without the burden of earthly Dual life, easily looks (much) more loving, conscious, wise. 

Maharshi was not interested in manifesting Truth as Body, on Earth. The Realization 
of the Space beyond the drama of life, beyond the eternal Duality of Life, was enough for 
him, and so it is for his many followers. The West with its emphasis of old on manifestation 
contrary to the Eastern belittling of its relevance, might add a bit of flavour of ‘the body’ to 
the ‘satsang’ here and there, but it doesn’t succeed its flawed attempt of trying to overcome 
the contradiction in terms in this respect. If one really ‘Goes into the Body’ one, Consciously, 
Goes into the, inherently, Painful world of Duality, of Man and Woman. The satsangers are, 
so far, not waiting for that. Getting to know, finally, the Painless World Beyond, doesn’t 
make one very apt or eager to dive into Pain again, although for a few individuals who are 
actually more free and not attached to any ‘safe’ path, this is certainly possible. But the latter 
was always (rare, but, in principle) possible in human history and that is, in fact, in spite of 
the path (here: of satsang) instead of thanks to it. 

The wide spread arrogance with which the satsang teachers nowadays preach their Lie 
of Separation – Separation of Body and Consciousness, Separation of Woman and Man – is 
impressive. It actually hurts in the Heart ‘and’ Body if one consciously makes contact with 
this. Every form of separation – including what is done under the cover of Unity, as in the 
case of satsang and many other spiritual paths – hurts in the Body. It creates a perceivable 
split in the Body, which can manifest in various places or levels (or chakras) and radiates its 
pain from there to the whole body, affecting different parts of the body in their own specific 
way. The Heart, as the Core of everything, is always involved. The more subtle feeler will 
notice something when a form of Separation manifests, in general and (possibly) also during 
satsang. 

‘Man and Woman’ has been mentioned already a few times, as the Way Duality 
Manifests or can Be Known. In all fairness, ‘satsang’ is sexless. It claims it doesn’t matter 
whether one is in a male or female Body. The Space Beyond the forms is the Same for all. 
What an almost imbecilic truth. Again, the whole of Existence Itself is denied, the Existence 
that can only Be Created as Two. In the nice dreamy world of satsang – covering its dreamy 
state with some cutting of the supposed sword of truth – the attraction between the sexes 
doesn’t exist. Of course it does exist, it’s always raging, in the dark (albeit just beneath the 
surface). Most people would not visit satsangs any more if the satsangs were attended by only 
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one of the two sexes, their own sex. (It is interesting to seriously investigate this in oneself: if 
this is indeed so.) The dynamics of life cannot be killed by preaching Space or Consciousness 
or the One, just like the church has never managed to kill life, to kill Duality, to let it exist 
only for the reproduction of humanity. The satsang scene presents itself as more humane 
anyway: it seems to include, and does not in any way seem to judge all that life has to offer, 
whatever variety of it manifests. The old, separative, truth has put on a new, modern outfit – 
the old ‘truth’ which is not Truth but, if actually followed and taken seriously, Separates Man 
and Woman, makes or tries to make them into sexless beings, in the same way the father of 
satsang, Ramana Maharshi, was a sexless being, albeit in a male body. 

It’s easy to preach the truth if the Actual Alive Duality of Life, if Man and Woman and 
their eternal Struggle, is not (truly) addressed. What is such a truth worth if, as a teacher, one 
hasn’t let one’s ego be totally humiliated on the floor in view of the (inherent painfulness of 
the) seeming impossibility of Truly Reaching the Other Sex, one’s Beloved manifested in a 
form of the Opposite Sex, if one doesn’t Actually become One with the Opposite Sex, but 
merely preaches oneness in people’s ‘own’ individual separate bodies (or rather minds)? 
What is it actually worth if his or her Body doesn’t Understand what the one ‘above’, the 
supposed master, the ruler, is saying? 

Satsang presupposes that if all separate individuals realize ‘oneness’, we are all one, or 
even, implicitly or explicitly, that the end of suffering will be there. A separate oneness is not 
True Oneness, however. It is locked up in one’s, masked, self. It doesn’t See that the world 
exists as Relation. People cannot improve themselves, lift themselves up to the Level of 
Oneness. It is rather Ego that seems to manage to do that, to a certain extent – and then it all 
stops, the whole ego-based show of individuality, of the covered-up fear of Being in True 
Relation. If Love, manifesting Love as an actuality on earth, is one’s destiny, if, therefore, 
(Being in) Relation is one’s destiny beyond oneself, then ‘satsang’ is not the way, whichever 
side one has ended upon, being teacher or being taught. 

One cannot apply the principles, the tricks, the ‘new’ perspective that one learns at 
satsangs into one’s life – simply because its foundations are not based on real life. They’re 
not based on the Duality that life with all its inherent dynamics is, but on the realization of 
someone who realized a state beyond life and not life itself. For Realizing and Becoming (the 
Depth of) life itself – if one is not too revolted of that or not too good for that – one needs to 
take Duality seriously,2 finally. And it is right there, in you, in front of you. The Attraction 
and Battle and Love between the Opposite Sexes, the Dual Forces is everywhere, always 
present. Don’t, in the first place, look at the teachers, look at the attractive woman sitting 
there in the audience or the young guy with big potential (unless the teacher is more attractive 
                                                
2 Truly Understanding Duality, Man and Woman, is a great step forward, to what might be called 

post-spirituality, wherein the One and Duality are Lovers – Lovers in Pain, but Lovers – instead of 
(secret) enemies, wherein spirituality doesn’t exist any longer as something other than life itself, 
wherein the Dark Female Force is (therefore) no longer overlooked, escaped from, (secretly) 
judged but Seen, Felt, Consciously Lived and, if Nature Wants so, Allowed to be Returned in, 
Surrendered (in)to Man’s Heart. What can be Realized in the post-spirituality can be called 
Oneness of Oneness and Duality. 
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in whatever way) – you do it anyway, but it is freeing not to have to pretend any more. Or be 
aware of your pain of having no relationship. Whatever. See that you don’t go to a satsang in 
the first place for the truth, if for that reason at all. Meeting people is in your interest, meeting 
people of your own kind. You intuitively know you can Grow, even beyond the burden that 
you are as yourself, if you meet someone of the Opposite Sex who is willing to Go into the 
depth of life with you, which Growth is not possible without the Dual Forces Meeting, at least 
not in the Earthy Plane. Usually however, people prefer avoiding too much depth in life and 
prefer finding and having a partner for – naturally, albeit egoically – filling the gap that 
Duality has created, to feel better, more whole. Of course, if possible, you can also Go into a 
true relationship with the teacher, but anyway, listening to the teaching – and the satsang 
teachings are no exception to this – won’t Reveal Life as it is here on earth. It offers you 
another perspective on life, including yourself. It doesn’t address life itself. In that sense it is 
‘safe’ and everything that is safe and offers some form of ‘freedom’ can attract many people. 
Truth was never born in the place were the many were, though. 

The thing is, of course, that by far most people shrink from entering into true relation, 
whether with someone of the Opposite Sex or with a teacher – in the latter case, the teacher 
him or herself is usually not waiting for this either, by the way. (Entering into whatever form 
of a relationship with a teacher is an interesting subject in itself, but will not be addressed in 
this hearticle.) 

For example – in itself not proving anything, yet exemplary for the satsang teachers’ 
lack of Understanding of (the value of being in) Relationship – one satsang teacher preaching 
freedom once said to a girl when she complained that the relationship with her partner was so 
hard for her: why she doesn’t leave the relationship if she didn’t like it any more, she was free 
in the end. This triggered the girl, like many egos (‘who’ are always craving for freedom) 
would have been triggered. Instead of supporting her in the Pain that the girl carried, instead 
of taking her pain in his heart, he led her away from the pain, stimulating her (ego) to find a 
better place, a partner in whose presence this pain would not be triggered to come to the 
surface, or otherwise, if so, again she could leave. In general, satsangs don’t lead one into life 
but away from life. Yes, life is painful. But that’s no reason to avoid it, to avoid (the 
deepening of) relationship – no reason to take the satsang ‘truths’ for True. 

The same teacher, by the way, tried, not accidentally, to have a relationship with the 
(attractive) girl himself. ‘Living his truth’ he approached her with sexual insinuations. In itself 
not a crime, of course, even not when it confused the girl, although her ego quite liked it at 
the same time. When he thought he had managed to come closer to her – he changed his usual 
place to stay in the city (at the house of an older woman) for the address of the girl to sleep 
for ten nights at her place – he exploded in fury in the end, related to being in her presence. 
Being in or trying to be in relationship with her was not so easy as he had hoped for or 
assumed. As a matter of fact, he didn’t Understand anything of Duality and all its 
complications and hardships, how hard it is for (a) Man to be with (a) Woman. For example, 
the fact that Woman’s Ego likes it when man flirts with her doesn’t mean She truly Opens for 
him. Without judging it, I know it’s hard, but funnily enough, in his meeting with the girls 
resistance and hidden Dark Force, he shouted in his fury and aggression that he would go and 
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never come back any more in this terrible rotten town – even though he had become a 
successful satsang teacher there. Well, he kept his word, he never came back. At least that 
was true. 

To be open about it, the girl was ‘my’ girlfriend at the time, by the way. That’s how I 
got to know the story and I quite like it. It always, still, makes me laugh when I think about it, 
simply because of the release of tension that was created by the one-sidedness of satsangs and 
also, true, I can greatly enjoy it when hidden arrogance is brought to Light and falls down to 
the earth. My point here is that the Dark Force (Ruling) here on Earth is not an issue in 
satsangs. At best – what’s in a name – you are offered a perspective how you can look at 
difficult, painful things, feelings, events and patterns in another, free(r), way. But no teacher 
so far has ever had a truthful answer to a serious portion of Pain offered on his or her plate. 
They all turn away. Ramana was not interested in the Inherently Painful Dark Force That 
Wholly Includes Sexuality to mention one of its main ingredients – if not the main. He was 
not interested in the Duality of Life. He was not interested in Man and Woman. 

Women pretend they are already happy with an alternative for the hardships of life 
which they find themselves in. They pretend not to mind too much that the satsangs do not 
really address their inner and inherent difficulty with life. The Dark Force is not addressed at 
all and women are taught to be like Man instead, Being in Space Looking at life – to no avail 
in the end. Woman is Woman and satsangs don’t manage to change or transcend Woman’s 
reality here on earth. The Pain Woman likes to offer to Man, to His Heart, is simply refused in 
satsangs, it is seemingly accepted as a fact: “You are okay as you are, with all difficulties 
included”. Nice to hear, for a change, if you’re not used to this kind of talk, and it can even 
make one cry. But, as usual, nothing really happens. The acceptance goes skin deep. 
Consciousness doesn’t penetrate the Body, not as long as ‘It’ stays separate from Woman(’s 
world of Duality). Only the Heart, in Which Consciousness and Unconsciousness, Man and 
Woman Are One, One As Two, can Reach someone Truly and address Pain in whatever form. 
But it is Woman Herself who sustains the Lie of (contemporary) satsang. She has to try out all 
possibilities that life seems to offer – and satsangs are a relatively new and promising one for 
her to avoid her Pain, to Become Man Herself – before Truly Meeting Man, Meeting the Heart 
of Man Itself and Surrendering to Him, or, fair enough, Keep Resisting Him. 

If Ramana’s Realization was so strong – and indeed, it was – it would have been all 
the more interesting to put the great potential, Man’s Potency, into earthly practice. By doing 
this, the potential would have been weakened, in a natural way. If he, then, returned to his 
Potential, his Pure Consciousness, it would have become stronger again, more Powerful, and 
ready to give another blow of Love to the world. To stay in one’s Potential – instead of 
Surrendering to the Duality of Potential Life and real life – is, however, a waste in a way – if 
it were not for the fact that still, in Ramana’s case, he inspired (many) people. It would have 
been interesting to, in and as his Free State, enter into a close(r) relationship (not necessarily 
sexual) with one or more women, to test, to find out how strong the Love really is when it 
touches the Earth, to See-Feel if his Force reaches Woman and what happens to and in Her 
then, if it still survives in the presence of Woman’s, also Powerful, Dark Force of 
Unconsciousness. 
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In principle, if Man can do His (difficult) Job as Man, Woman – the Earth – Pulses3 
with Him. That is: again and again He is Going in and out, giving Her little shocks of Light 
every now and then in the proper moments, sometimes as a climax ‘Ejaculating’ (not in the 
first place in a sexual way) His Potential, His True Seed, His Consciousness, into Woman(’s 
world) – to, then, again Recover as Himself, in and as the Space that He Is. It is the Very 
Heart of All That doesn’t choose, ever, That doesn’t prefer Consciousness above 
Unconsciousness. True Love Gives Itself, Wholly, and, thus, Lets Itself be Killed. True Love 
Sacrifices Itself, again and again, in the Lap of No-Love – to, out of nothing, Be Reborn 
again, afterwards. 

In theory Ramana could have managed where the satsang teacher mentioned earlier 
failed. But, in all fairness, I’m sure he would not have. Consciousness as It Is Itself doesn’t 
Know what to do with Woman, what to do with the world as it is. Only by ‘losing Itself’, in 
Woman, in Unconsciousness, It Learns, It Matures on Earth – not by holding on to Itself, to 
Its Purity. 

It would be silly to maintain that Ramana didn’t give anything to the world. On the 
contrary. He didn’t hide his Light. Yet, in revealing and giving his State, he had not met the 
huge Resistance he would have come across if he would have gone into Woman, would have 
Consciously Associated with Her, with Her Whole Body, Her Form(ness), with Her 
incredible Resistance to His (Selfless) Consciousness, which is the Only Way to really Enter 
the Earth. If not, indeed, if Man stays ‘stubbornly’ in His Pure and Free State of 
Consciousness – gloriously Realized as Such by Ramana Maharshi – there is no Real Meeting 
with the Other, the Other Side of Duality, with Woman, and there are no Dynamics, there is 
no Life Unfolding, Developing. There is an impasse, a waiting room. Man and Woman were 
Separate and they stay Separate. The Cut between High and Low stays. Man’s Free State will 
stay Woman’s – far away – Ideal without being able to Surrender to Him. A ‘Man’ will, still, 
only be able to fertilize her eggs, He won’t Fertilize Her Heart. Is it so Loving, actually, to 
not, whatever it takes, Share Man’s State with Woman, with life on Earth. Is a Man really 
Wise when he doesn’t Understand anything of Woman, of Duality? This reminds me of an 
interesting statement of a man considered (including by himself, as it seems) to be one of the 
most intelligent beings on earth, albeit in the other, ‘normal’, materialistic world, physicist 
Steven Hawking: “Women. They are a complete mystery to me”. This says it all. The black 
holes in the universe many light years away seem easier to be understood than the (Darkness 
in a) woman right in front of him. Man in the spiritual world is just as separate from Woman 
as man in the materialistic world. 

It’s certainly true, though, that not every master or teacher has the same function. As a 
great example and Realizer Ramana can anyway and can still be a Shining Light for people on 
their way to Enlightenment. The incomparably heavier and for reaching Woman Earth 
necessary Conscious Endarkment can be left to others who, considering the specific 

                                                
3 The speed or frequency of the pulse should not be confused with the one of for example blood. It’s 

not so regular and rhythmic. It can take rather long before a next, obvious, pulse appears. Also the 
amplitude and the intensity of it, can vary a lot. 
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constellation of their birth here on earth and, related, their specific work or ‘mission’, are 
better prepared to Allow That, to Actually Meet Woman and Go into the Love-Fight with 
Her, into the Dynamic Depth That Demands Duality, Two, and not merely the One or That 
Which is (falsely) considered to be the One. 

 
Why do satsang teachers keep on repeating (the content of) a story of a realizer that 

has no true basis in real life? Of course, it could easily be said that they have been deluded, 
which is obviously so. And there are hidden motives for wanting to be deluded. What’s more, 
it’s not only that they have been deluded, they have become Part of the Deluding Force 
themselves. They are deluding, instead of merely being deluded. One of the hidden motives 
refers to the story I just mentioned. In their denial or belittling of Duality these teachers don’t 
like to know how much life on earth is Ruled by the Dark Sexual Force, certainly not because 
they themselves – or the Unseen Dark Force through them that is secretly ruling them – have 
an interest in keeping it that way. They, men and women teachers, are, usually, in a good 
position to pick out the best example of the Opposite Sex. Of course, it’s no use being against 
reality, against the Sexual Force co-constituting reality on earth: the alpha apes in a group of 
apes have the best opportunity to fertilize the most females. Interestingly enough, nowadays, 
amongst teachers – all sorts of spiritual teachers, I mean, like yoga teachers and just name it – 
this privilege for the alpha man is also used by female teachers, picking the best example of 
‘Man’; although it’s not entirely new, the scale on which it happens is. Let’s say, Love has Its 
Own ways and it likes to give it a try to rise and shine with its roots in the Dark. In True 
Freedom there is no attachment to Love anyway – well, that is: after one has Known this True 
Love, this being wholly Sacrificed into Love for the Other Sex, which is exceptionally rare on 
earth. 

Everybody must do what he or she has to do. What seems to be questionable, or 
plainly nasty, is that ‘truth’ is misused for the Battle of Sexuality. Truth, however, Laughs at 
all of this. The Truth of the Heart Sees the Deluding Force and Feels the Pain of its, hidden, 
manifestations. It is not bothered by Itself, not bothered by the fact that Truth should win in 
the end. ‘Lie’ has always been Part of the Truth. 

The ego is in the winning mood nowadays and seems to hardly have any form of self-
restraint any more. Any girl from the suburbs from London or from wherever can sit on the 
stage. The old Master-Disciple Relationship has almost completely died away – something so 
precious has always been rare anyway. People go to satsangs without being ready at all to 
Meet and Digest, Embody Truth. And of course it has become so easy since also the teachers 
themselves are far from Ready for This. The Deluding Force, just like Truth, laughs about all 
its creative forms with which it so easily deludes people. If it’s about Truth, one can easily 
apply the rule that where the many are there is no Truth to be found. 

The popularization of giving and attending satsangs is not a good sign in this respect. 
In the best case, next to it being a cosy pastime with likeminded people or a place where one 
can find a suitable partner – it can make people think and possibly feel about (their) life, or 
even trigger some things in them, whereas as in normal daily life there is less or no space for 
that. This can be rather valuable in itself. Creating a space for people to reflect is not bad at 
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all, certainly not in the rather cold world we live in – even if one has to bear that what is being 
taught is not true. 

It’s not bad either (on the contrary) to offer people another, free(r) perspective on life 
by which one seems not bothered any more by life. Much more preferably, however, this 
perspective should be transmitted by someone who has really and profoundly Realized that 
state and has not just merely understood the principle of it, and who in his or her enthusiasm 
likes to teach the ‘new truth’ as well. Also, it would be fair to add that, in itself, this new 
perspective doesn’t solve anything. The fundamental Cut between Unmanifested life from 
where Consciousness Looks at life and manifested life with all its hardships stays the same 
Cut. There is, in itself, without further ‘additional’ and True Process (related to Surrender 
(in)to Duality, that includes manifested life) no Deepening of life, no going through life and 
becoming Touched and humbled by it or even wise, but rather a going away from life – for as 
long as it takes, for life sucks, if not obviously then in the Dark. Yet, it is true, for this True 
Deepening (for Which Living the Duality of Free and Unfree is Needed) one needs also to be 
wholly Acquainted with the Free Perspective as taught in (albeit certainly not exclusively in) 
satsangs. For True Growth always Two are Needed – as in this case: the Male Space of the 
One Formless Consciousness and the Female Dual world of Form. Trying to make one of the 
Two ‘holy’ or ‘True’ – while excluding, denying or belittling the (Value of the) Other – is 
part of the normal daily job of Ego and not True. 

With or without satsangs, the few really serious Truth Loving individuals will find 
their way anyway. Truth doesn’t take any fixed forms, certainly not the form of satsang any 
longer, if that had ever been the case. 


